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The Brave and the Bold: Batman and Wonder Woman (2018-) #5
The Dark Knight teams with the Amazon Warrior in this epic graphic novel written and illustrated by best-selling artist Liam
Sharp. Now available in paperback! When a Celtic god's murder leads to a war between the fairy folk and a possible breach
between worlds, Wonder Woman must find the murderer and keep the peace while Batman investigates strange
occurrences in Gotham City. As Diana must turn to the World's Greatest Detective for help, the two heroes quickly learn
their cases may be connected. In a world where the normal rules of investigation don't apply and any clue can be obscured
by charms and magic, the two Justice Leaguers must rely on each other to uncover a murder someone is trying to hide.
Beautifully rendered by master storyteller Liam Sharp, The Brave and the Bold: Batman and Wonder Woman is a fantastic
new standalone story featuring two of the world's greatest heroes! Collects issues #1-6.

The Viking Prince
Batman, Black Canary, and Alfred Pennyworth team up to crack down on the Jokers insurance racket, which forces his
investors to make exorbitant payments or be killed. Dilema Hostess snack cakes ad with Wonder Woman.

The All-New Batman: Brave and the Bold Vol. 1
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This is a carry-along 12 board book collection. The reusable storage carry case has a magnet closure and plastic handle.
Books feature early-learning concepts and stories. Each book has 5 spreads. Books in Batman set are: Batman, Green
Arrow, Red Tornado, Plastic Man, Bold Colors, Aquaman, Blue Beetle, Counting, Brave and Bold Power, Batman's Cool Tools,
Shapes, Teamwork.

Annie Sullivan and the Trials of Helen Keller
Batman and Green Arrow have to come up with a daring plan to rescue the President from Ultra-Humanite.

Batman
Green Lantern and the Phantom Stranger travel across the galazy to an alien civilization where they encounter Purge, a
legendary psychic parasite bent on eradicating all life in the universe.

Batman in the Brave and the Bold: the Bronze Age
Superman! Superboy! Supergirl! Krypto the Superdog! The entire Superman family is re-imagined here in this energetic allages graphic novel. Read on as the heroes of Metropolis fight foes such as General Zod, Darkseid, Brainiac, and as always,
super-scourge Lex Luthor! The critically acclaimed team behind TINY TITANS tackle the Superman family in this all-ages
graphic novel! Collects SUPERMAN FAMILY ADVENTURES #7-12.

The Brave and the Bold (1955-) #141
When Gorilla Grodd builds a machine that can control the minds of all animals, Batman and Blue Beetle must defeat him
while still maintaining their secret identities.

Batman, the Brave and the Bold
The late 60s marked the height of Batmania, when fans of the television series and the comic books couldn t get enough of
the Caped Crusader. His appearances on covers meant higher sales, so it was decreed Batman would take up permanent
residence in THE BRAVE AND THE BOLD. His courage was never questioned, and he fearlessly teamed up with the most
daring partners from across the DC Universe at a time when such crossovers were rare. These groundbreaking stories
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featured some of Batman s greatest team-ups with such legendary characters as Wonder Woman, Flash, Deadman, Green
Arrow, Green Lantern, the Teen Titans and others, all by some of the foremost comics talent of the Bronze Age Neal Adams,
Jim Aparo, Bob Haney, Dick Giordano and Dennis O Neil, to name a few. BATMAN: THE BRAVE AND THE BOLD: THE BRONZE
AGE OMNIBUS VOL. 1 collects the first stories of Batman s epic run on the series THE BRAVE AND THE BOLD #74-106 and
includes a foreword by Robert Greenberger."

Batman
Batman teams up with Green Arrow, Catman, the Doom Patrol, The Atom, Adam Strange, and others to fight the likes of
Two-Face, the Joker, and other villains.

Batman
ThereÕs a grave missing detail of Batman and Wonder WomanÕs investigation into the death of King ElathaÑitÕs not only
about who killed him, but also what it means. As one king dies, another must ariseÉlong live the new king Balor Evil-Eye!
Now Batman and Wonder Woman must fight alongside Tir Na Ng and destroy its causeways to our dimension!

Batman in The Brave & the Bold: The Bronze Age Vol. 1
High Quality Content by WIKIPEDIA articles! The following is a list of characters that appear in Batman: The Brave and the
Bold. The characters are listed in alphabetical order. Most characters are seen in their classic appearance (Catwoman,
Green Arrow) while others (Blue Beetle) have their current costume.

The Batcave Companion
Batman teams up with Green Arrow, Catman, the Doom Patrol, The Atom, Adam Strange, and others to fight the likes of
Two-Face, the Joker, and other villains.

Ninja Scroll
When his fellow robot companions shut down, Wall-e finds himself lonely until he finds a new friend in an unlikely place.

President Batman
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Batman: Brave and Bold (2009-) #1
The sidekicks to DC's greatest heroes--including Robin, Aqualad, Kid Flash, Speedy and Wonder Girl--set out to make a
positive difference in the world, during a time when social change was at the forefront of society. This series also includes
the introduction of Bumblebee and Bat-Girl (Betty Kane)! The true-life events of the 1970s are reflected in this era of TEEN
TITANS. As the Vietnam War is all over home TV sets, a peace activist in the comic book is accidentally killed and the Teen
Titans must face their roles in the world. Collects TEEN TITANS #25-52; THE BRAVE AND THE BOLD #94, #102, • BATMAN
FAMILY #6 and WORLD'S FINEST COMICS #205.

The Bride and the Bold
Joel hates Korea. Why he agreed to teach there defies his comprehension. He can't wait to return to normal life. His year of
teaching is almost over and then he'll finally be free. But Joel's life is about to go from dark dreams to cotton candy kisses
and it's all because of Hana. The very sight of this girl sends him flying straight to cloud nine, but won't another year in
Korea send him crashing back down?

Batman: Brave and the Bold Vol. 2: the Fearsome Fangs Strike Again
It is Valentine's Day, and you are invited to the wedding of Batman and Wonder Woman.

Batman
Sometimes they fight; sometimes they work together. But one thing's for certain: when the Brave and the Bold team up,
action's never far away! The conclusion to the epic first Brave and the Bold storyline sees Superman, Green Lantern,
Supergirl, Batman, Blue Beetle and many more joining forces against the mysterious "Lords of Luck" and their master, the
ageless arch-mage Trismegistus! Now that the Book of Destiny has been opened, it'll take the combined forces of the
world's most powerful heroes to save the day!
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Brave and the Bold
Batman takes on crime with the help of DC's greatest heroes based on the acclaimed Cartoon Network animated series. The
all-ages title based on the acclaimed animated series on Cartoon Network continues as Batman battles evil with the help of
someof DC's greatest heroes, including Green Arrow, Wonder Woman, Martian Manhunter and more. This fun new collection
includes a Valentine's Day caper story and a race to solve a mystery pitting the Dark Knight against The Flash to see who's
the world's fastest detective.

Grodd's Army
A tale of terror and adventure as Batman faces the Composite Creature! Written by Matt Wayne—writer on the BATMAN:
BRAVE AND THE BOLD television series and writer on JUSTICE LEAGUE and BEN 10: ALIEN FORCE!

Love as a Foreign Language Vol. 1
"By the early 1970s, still riding a wave of popularity from the previous decade's Batmania, the Caped Crusader was the lead
feature in the classic team-up series The Brave and the Bold, fearlessly joining forces with the most daring partners from
across the DC Universe at a time when such crossovers were rare. Though as the Caped Crusader moved deeper into the
Bronze Age, his adventures would become less madcap and more realistic. These groundbreaking stories featured some of
Batman's greatest team-ups with such legendary characters as Wonder Woman, Deadman, the Flash, Plastic Man, Green
Arrow, the Teen Titans and more, all by some of the foremost comics talents of the Bronze Age"--

Wall-E
"Originally published in The Brave and the Bold 1-5, 7-24 and Our Army at War 162-163"--T.p. verso.

Teen Titans: the Bronze Age Omnibus
Michael Eury, the writer/editor of the critically acclaimed The Krypton Companion, and Michael Kronenberg, the designer of
the eye-popping Spies, Vixens, and Masters of Kung Fu: The Art of Paul Gulacy, team up to explore the Silver and Bronze
Ages of Batman comic books in The Batcave Companion! Two distinct sections of this book examine the Dark Knight’s
progression from his campy “New Look” of the mid-1960s to his “creature of the night” reinvention of the 1970s. Features
include issue-by-issue indexes, interviews with CARMINE INFANTINO, JOE GIELLA, DENNIS O’NEIL, and NEAL ADAMS, and
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guest essays by MIKE W. BARR and WILL MURRAY. Contributors include SHELDON MOLDOFF, LEN WEIN, STEVE ENGLEHART,
and TERRY AUSTIN, with a special tribute to the late MARSHALL ROGERS. With its incisive introduction by Dennis O’Neil and
its iconic cover painting by Neal Adams, The Batcave Companion is a must-have for every comics fan!

Justice League of America : the Bronze Age Omnibus
This is a carry-along 12 board book collection. The reusable storage carry case has a magnet closure and plastic handle.
Books feature early-learning concepts and stories. Each book has 5 spreads. Books in Batman set are: Batman, Green
Arrow, Red Tornado, Plastic Man, Bold Colors, Aquaman, Blue Beetle, Counting, Brave and Bold Power, Batman's Cool Tools,
Shapes, Teamwork.

The Brave and the Bold
The all-ages title based on the acclaimed animated series on Cartoon Network continues as Batman battles evil with the
help of some of DC's greatest heroes, including Green Arrow, Wonder Woman, Martian Manhunter and more. This fun new
collection includes a Valentine's Day caper story and a race to solve a mystery pitting the Dark Knight against The Flash to
see who's the world's fastest detective.

Through the Looking Glass!
Helen Keller lost her ability to see and hear before she turned two years old. But in her lifetime, she learned to ride
horseback and dance the foxtrot. She graduated from Radcliffe. She became a world famous speaker and author. She
befriended Mark Twain, Charlie Chaplin, and Alexander Graham Bell. And above all, she revolutionized public perception
and treatment of the blind and the deaf. The catalyst for this remarkable life's journey was Annie Sullivan, a young woman
who was herself visually impaired. Hired as a tutor when Helen was six years old, Annie broke down the barriers between
Helen and the wider world, becoming a fiercely devoted friend and lifelong companion in the process. In Annie Sullivan and
the Trials of Helen Keller, author and illustrator Joseph Lambert examines the powerful bond between teacher and pupil,
forged through the intense frustrations and revelations of Helen's early education. The result is an inspiring, emotional, and
wholly original take on the story of these two great Americans.

The Brave and the Bold: Batman and Wonder Woman
Based on the popular Cartoon Network television series, Batman: The Brave and the Bold, this sticker book features 16
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pages of exciting backgrounds and 4 pages of full-color glow-in-the-dark stickers for younger readers to create their own
stories.

Batman
The late ’60s marked the height of Batmania, when fans of the Batman television series and the comic books couldn’t get
enough of the Caped Crusader. His appearances on covers meant higher sales, so it was decreed Batman would take up
permanent residence in THE BRAVE AND THE BOLD. His courage was never questioned, and he fearlessly teamed up with
the most daring partners from across the DC Universe at a time when such crossovers were rare. These groundbreaking
stories featured some of Batman’s greatest team-ups with such legendary characters as Wonder Woman, the Flash,
Deadman, Green Arrow, Green Lantern, the Teen Titans and others, all by some of the foremost comics talent of the Bronze
Age—Neal Adams, Jim Aparo, Bob Haney, Dick Giordano and Dennis O’Neil, to name a few. BATMAN: THE BRAVE AND THE
BOLD: THE BRONZE AGE OMNIBUS VOL. 1 collects the first stories of Batman’s epic run on the series—THE BRAVE AND THE
BOLD #74-109—and includes a foreword by comics editor Robert Greenberger.

The Case of the Fractured Fairy Tale
The wildfire success of THE BRAVE THE BOLD team-ups made it a showcase for characters deserving of wider recognition
and artists showcasing their work to readers. It gave birth to characters such as the Viking Prince and Silent Knight, and
later to the Justice League of America and Silver Age Hawkman. In this first volume of eight stories from 1963- 1965, the
bravest of heroes meet, often for the first time, with the boldest of compatriots.--Amazon.com.

List of Batman
"Batman created by Bob Kane with Bill Finger - Aquaman created by Paul Norris - Wonder Woman created by William
Moulton Marston"

The Brave and the Bold: Batman and Wonder Woman (2018-) #6
"THE WARRIOR IN A WHEEL-CHAIR" When Batman is struck by a sniperÕs bullet, only the skilled surgeon Dr. Hellstrom can
save his life. the only problem is the doctor has to travel to Gotham from Zrich to do so! Plus, in "Hide and Seek,"
Deadman seeks to learn what has happened to the police detective assigned to his case. He discovers that the detective,
Michael Riley, has been falsely accused of brutally beating a thief who had already surrendered to him, and has been kicked
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off the force!

Batman: the Brave and the Bold: the Bronze Age Omnibus
Trapped in a wacky Wonderland filled with white rabbits and Cheshire cats, Batman and The Flash have to battle a pair of
villains to find their way back to the real world.

Batman: Brave and the Bold - Emerald Knight
"In these adventures of the Justice League from the early 1970s, classic members of the League including Superman,
Batman, the Flash, Green Arrow, the Atom and Black Canary meet the JSA, the Seven Soldiers of Victory, and take on the
most ruthless villains in the DCU! These stories ushered in the Bronze Age of comics and were written by one of the masters
of the form, Dennis O'Neil."--

The Brave and the Bold (1955-) #100
Based on the hit animated TV series BATMAN: THE BRAVE AND THE BOLD, this all-ages title guest-stars DC heroes including
Superman, Wonder Woman, The Flash, Captain Marvel, Martian Manhunter and more! The Caped Crusader and his friends
are back in action, bringing you even more heroic tales based on the hit Cartoon Network series! In this book, see Batman
solve microscopic mysteries with Superman, travel through a mirror world with The Flash, and take down an army of space
robots with Green Lantern. Plus, get a front-row seat to Batman and Wonder Woman's wedding! Collects issues #1-6.

Brave and the Bold
Wandering vagabond samurai, Jubei Kibagami is looking for rest. Demons continue to come back from the dead to try to kill
him.

Superman Family Adventures Vol. 2
Batman battles evil side-by-side with the greatest heroes of the DC Universe in these classic tales from the 1970s, now
collected in a giant-size omnibus hardcover for the first time ever! Throughout the 1970s, Batman fought evil side-by-side
with DC Comics' greatest--and, occasionally, strangest--superheroes. Guest-starring Wonder Woman, the Joker, Aquaman,
the Atom, the Flash, Green Arrow, Green Lantern, the Teen Titans, Wonder Woman, Swamp Thing and many others, this
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title features gritty artwork by Jim Aparo and fun, fast-paced stories written by Bob Haney, which are collected in a single,
massive hardcover for the first time. This second volume includes a meta story in which writer Bob Haney and artist Jim
Aparo assist Batman and Sgt. Rock in their battle against evil. Collects THE BRAVE AND THE BOLD #110-156.

Batman
ItÕs an epic battle for Tir Na Ng in this finale, as King Elatha has opened its Causeways and both Fomorian and D Denann
creatures are spilling into our own realm! Batman must go back to Gotham City to try to close the Causeways from the
inside, while Wonder Woman will fight alongside King Elatha against his once-banished brother, Balor Evil Eye! Who will
take the crown and rule Tir Na Ng for eternity?

Villains on the Loose
Children everywhere are missing thanks to the Queen of Fables! It's up to Batman and Captain Marvel to give this mystery
a happy ending!

The Brave and the Bold Team-up Archives
Batman takes on a psychotic mastermind called White Eyes, who plans to use a host of deadly new weapons, along with his
allies, Gotham's racist Bavarian Brotherhood, to engineer the white supremacist takeover of America.

Batman, the Brave and the Bold
The caped crusader teams up with heroes including Green Arrow, Plastic Man, Blue Beetle and Aquaman to tangle with the
Time Lord, and save the world's children from the Queen of Fables.
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